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+16122364056 - https://www.goldenfingers.us/

Here you can find the menu of Golden Fingers in Minneapolis. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks
on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Melanated rich Convo likes about

Golden Fingers:
Gyro plate my first experience not too bad a little on the hard side (gyros was fried hard on the edge)yellow rice
was good I'd come back for another platterKid-friendliness: Chicken and fries burgers, sambsusaParking: Ample

parking read more. The diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or
physiological limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be served. WLAN is

available free of charge. What Lee Sparkman doesn't like about Golden Fingers:
I ordered a gyro plate samosas. The plate comes with rice, pita bread, a salad the tzatziki sauce. Mine was

missing sauce bread. It's like ordering a gyro then unwrapping just meat with no sauce or most importantly the
pita bread! Lol. The lil salad was naked as well. No dressing, or oil. Without the pita bread sauce ure just eating

meat....(which is all I was eating). I could've ordered anything if that's all I want... read more. At Golden Fingers in
Minneapolis, a selection of fine dishes with traditional Indian spices and sides like rice or naan are freshly

prepared, Also, the Greek treats are also very popular with the guests of the establishment. If you decide to
come for breakfast, you are offered a versatile brunch, Customers can enjoy the dishes from restaurant through

a catering service on-site or at the festival.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
CHICKEN SHAWARMA

Sauce�
TZATZIKI

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Gyr�
GYROS

Salad� an� Sid� Order�
PITA BREAD

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

MEAT

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

PANINI

SALAD

BREAD
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